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Abstract
Antibodies have become indispensable reagents with numerous applications in biological
and biotechnical analysis, in diagnostics as well as in therapy. In all cases, selective interaction with an epitope is crucial and depends on the conformation of the paratope. While
epitopes are routinely mapped at high throughput, methods revealing structural insights on
a rather short timescale are rare. We here demonstrate paramagnetic relaxation-enhanced
(PRE) NMR spectroscopy to be a powerful tool unraveling structural information about
epitope-orientation in a groove spanned by the complementary determining regions. In particular, we utilize the spin label TOAC, which is fused to the peptidic epitope using standard
solid-phase chemistry and which is characterized by a reduced mobility compared to, e.g.,
spin labels attached to the side-chain functionalities of cysteine or lysine residues. We apply
the method to determine the orientation of helix 1 of the prion protein, which is the epitope
for the therapeutically anti-prion active scFv fragment W226.
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Introduction
Monoclonal antibodies have become a wide spread tool in biotechnology as
high selective diagnostics, many antibody-based drugs are under clinical trial
and pharmaceuticals entered the market (1). Epitopes recognized by monoclonal antibodies are typically mapped in sequence space by standard methods (2).
Structural insight, however, that would lead to a deeper understanding of the
molecular mechanism underlying specific recognition of molecules and that
would allow to further improve specificity as well as affinity, cannot be routinely
obtained. Although technological advances now often allow crystallization of
ligand-antibody-complexes and subsequent structure determination, this still is
not always possible. In particular, increased flexibility of the complementarity
determining regions (CDRs), eventually caused by longer than average variable
loops, often impairs crystallization. In such cases additional techniques such as
fluorescence spectroscopy or NMR spectroscopy have to be used to obtain structural information. While fluorescence spectroscopy is a very sensitive technique,
it usually lacks the spatial resolution desired for an improved understanding
of structural determinants of specificity and affinity. Also, fluorescence studies
suitable to uncover structural details, such as energy transfer methods, require
introduction of proper labels on both sides, the antibody and the antigen.
Typically, dyes used consist of rather large fluorophores which may interfere with
wild type binding.
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Application of NMR spectroscopy to study antibody-epitope interactions is often
limited by the size of the system under investigation. Thus, single-chain fragments
or even fragments of single domain antibodies, e.g., from shark or camel (3), are
used. In such case fragments can be labeled with stable isotopes and be investigated
by NMR spectroscopy in solution. Addition of the epitope results in changes of the
NMR chemical shift thereby revealing residues in the antibodies CDRs responsible
for binding (Figure 1). However, from this experiment it is not possible to determine the orientation of the epitope at the binding interface. Yet this information is
crucial to establish structural models of the paratope-epitope interface.
Paramagnetic relaxation-enhancement has become a widely used tool in NMR
spectroscopy to study protein surfaces and protein complexes, or for sensitivity
enhancement (4-7). While the merits of PRE-NMR lie in the detection of very weak
or transient interactions, it can also provide valuable structural information (8) on
tightly interacting systems, including antibody – antigen interactions. We here show
that PRE-NMR can conveniently be used to quickly determine the orientation of an
epitope in the binding groove of the corresponding antibody. In particular, using a
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxy-4-amino carbonic acid (TOAC)-labeled peptide (9), corresponding to helix 1 (H1) of the cellular prion protein PrPC (10, 11)
and representing the antibody recognition epitope, we determine its orientation at
the binding interface of the anti-prion active antibody fragment scFV-W226 (12)
and demonstrate its importance for building structural models.
Material and Methods
Proteins and Peptides
Recombinant scFv-W226 was expressed and purified as described before (12). For
stable isotope labeling M9-media (13) was used with 15N ammonium chloride as
sole nitrogen source and H2O was replaced by D2O.
Unlabeled helix 1 peptide corresponding to huPrP(143-157) was purchased as
HPLC-purified, lyophilized powder from Panatecs GmbH, Tübingen, Germany.
It was N-terminally acetylated and C-terminally amidated in order to avoid charge
effects.
TOAC (Acros Organics) was coupled to the amino terminus of the huPrP-H1peptide by solid-phase synthesis (H-TOAC-GSDYEDRYYRENMHRY-NH2).

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the top view on the scFv antibody W226 paratope with the helical epitope inserted in two different binding modes. Chemical shift perturbation data suggest that the
epitope, a peptide corresponding to helix 1 of the cellular form of the prion protein, PrPC, inserts parallel
into the groove spanned by the antibody’s variable loops. However, orientation and exact location, key
to optimization of specificity as well as affinity, remain unclear. Residues marked in red exhibit chemical shift perturbations upon ligand binding, blue denotes residues showing no changes, and residues
marked gray are not assigned. The illustration is based on a model of W226 (unpublished data) and
prepared with PyMOL (DeLano Scientific LLC, San Francisco).

In particular, peptide synthesis was achieved by manual solid-phase techniques.
Microwave irradiation (Discover reactor, CEM Corporation) supported short reaction times and enhanced coupling efficacies. In order to obtain the peptide amide,
4-(2′,4′-dimethoxyphenyl-Fmoc-aminomethyl)-phenoxyacetamido-norleucylaminomethyl resin (Rink amide AM resin, Novabiochem) with a loading of 0.68
mmol/g was used as the solid support incorporating amino acids as fluorenylmethyloxycabonyl (Fmoc) protected derivatives. For the protection of the amino acid side
chains, Pbf-(2,2,4,6,7-pentamethyldihydrobenzofuranyl-5-sulfonyl) was used for
Arg and t-butyl for Tyr, Glu and Asp. Furthermore, trityl was employed to protect
Asn and His side chains. Elongation of the peptide chain was achieved by repetitive cycles of Fmoc deprotection applying 20% piperidine in dimethylformamide
(DMF) (microwave irradiation: 5 × 5 s, 100 W), followed by 5 washings with DMF
and subsequent peptide coupling employing 5 eq. of the corresponding Fmoc-amino
acid (including Fmoc-TOAC (9))/benzotriazol-1-yl-oxytripyrrolidinophosphonium
hexafluorophosphate (PyBOP)/diisopropylamine and 7.5 eq. hydroxybenzotriazole
(HOBt), dissolved in a minimum amount of DMF (irradiation: 15 × 10 s, 50 W).
In between each irradiation step, cooling of the reaction mixture to a temperature
of –10°C was achieved by agitation in an ethanol-ice bath. After the acylation
steps, the solid support was washed 5 × with DMF. Subsequently, the N-terminal
Fmoc-TOAC residue was deprotected as above, the resin was rinsed with CH2Cl2
(10 ×) and dried under vacuum. The final cleavage from the resin was performed
by using a mixture of trifluoroacetic acid/anisole/p-cresol 90:5:5 for 2 h (14). After
evaporation of the solvent and precipitation in t-butylmethylether, the peptide was
dissolved in a minimum amount of H2O. Diluted aqueous ammonia was used to
adjust the pH to 9 in order to restore the integrity of the TOAC nitroxyl radical
character (15). After 4 h of stirring, the mixture was lyophilized and the crude
peptide was purified using a preparative Agilent 1100 HPLC system with a Zorbax
Eclipse XDB-C8 RP-column (21.2 × 150 mm with 5 μm particles). The eluting
system was methanol (A) and 0.1% HCO2H in H2O (B) applying a linear gradient
from 5% to 28% A over 26 min at a flow rate of 10 ml/min (tR: 24.1 min). Analytical HPLC using an analytical Agilent 1100 HPLC system with a Zorbax Eclipse
XDB-C8 RP-column (4.6 × 150 mm with 5 μm particles) employing two different solvent systems indicated a purity > 99%. System 1: methanol (A) and 0.1%
HCO2H in H2O (B) applying a linear gradient from 10% to 40% A over 18 min at a
flow rate of 0.5 ml/min (tR: 17.4 min); System 2: acetonitrile (A) and 0.1% HCO2H
in H2O (B) applying a linear gradient from 3% to 35% A over 26 min at a flow rate
of 0.5 ml/min (tR: 14.5 min). The mass of the resulting peptide was determined by
MALDI-TOF spectrometry to be 2350.9 Da (calculated: 2350.1 Da). 1D-1H-NMR
spectroscopy of the TOAC-H1-peptide revealed broadening of all peptide signals
indicating full activity of the paramagnetic center.
Lyophilized peptides were dissolved in aqueous buffer at pH 7.2 containing 10
mM sodium phosphate, 10% D2O, and 0.1% NaN3 (NMR buffer). pH was carefully adjusted in all NMR samples to ± 0.05 pH units and insoluble material was
removed by centrifugation.
NMR spectroscopy
Phase sensitive HSQC-type NMR spectra (16) with 1024 × 128 complex data
points in the direct and indirect dimension, respectively, were recorded at 35°C on
a Bruker Avance 800 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with a triple-resonance
TCI-CryoProbe with z-axis gradients. For deuterated samples the 2H-decoupling
was achieved using a 2-HTX board when required. Samples were prepared in
NMR buffer with concentrations varying between 86 and 76 µM. For determination of paramagnetic relaxation-enhancement TROSY-type [1H,15N]-HSQC (17)
spectra of 2H,15N-W226 in presence of an equimolar concentration of TOAClabeled H1-peptide were recorded first. Then, to displace the paramagnetic probe
from scFv-W226 unlabeled H1-peptide was added to five-fold excess from a
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3.1 mM stock solution in order to minimize dilution of 2H,15N-W226. Spectra with
and without paramagnetic probes were processed using identical parameterization
with NMRPipe (18) or home-written software and subsequently analyzed using
NMRView5 (19). A peak list was picked for the diamagnetic reference spectrum
and transferred to the spectrum containing the paramagnetic probe, where peak volumes were calculated without changing the peak boxes. Paramagnetic relaxation
enhancement was determined as ratio of the peak volumes from spectra with spin
labels and those after displacement with unlabeled H1-peptide. The highest ratio
indicating complete absence of paramagnetic line broadening was set to 100%.
Assignments for 2H,15N-W226 were obtained using triple-resonance NMR spectroscopy and the combinatorial assignment strategy Comb-Ign (20). Triple-resonance experiments were carried out with a 2H13C15N-labeled sample of W226 with
a concentration of 300 µM using TROSY-type (17) variants of HNCO-, HNCA-,
HN(CA)CO-, HN(CO)CA-, HNCACB- and HN(CO)CACB-spectra (21, 22, 23).
All spectra were recorded in the absence and presence of the huPrP143-157 peptide, corresponding to the epitope of W226. However, exchange broadening largely
prevented obtaining assignments in the CDR region by these methods. In order to
increase the number of assignments in the ligand binding region CombIgn was
employed. In brief, CombIgn utilizes sensitive 2D-HSQC-type spectra, which
show peaks that are broadened in 3D-experiments. These spectra are reduced in
their information content, e.g., be amino acid type selective labelling (24), where
the amino acids for type-selective labelling were selected by occurrence in the
CDR elements. In particular, Ala, Arg, Gly, Leu, Thr, Tyr, and Val were selected
for selective 15N-labeleing as described before. Ser and Phe were indirectly labelled
via the metabolism from Gly and Tyr, respectively, but could be discriminated
from those by their intensity. Spectra were recorded for selectively labelled free
scFv-W226 and for its complex with the huPrP143-157 peptide and the chemical
shift differences were calculated for each amino acid type. Except for very few
resonances, the differences were small enough to be assigned to one resonance.
The chemical shift differences were grouped by magnitude and compared with
the sequence and the triple-resonance spectra. In addition, a soluble Gd3+-chelate
was used to identify surface exposed residues, such as the variable loops, and at
the same time to eliminate undesired peaks from the spectrum, i.e., those from the
serine-rich linker region (25). In total, 144 resonances could be assigned for the free
antibody, 194 resonances in the complex with the helix 1 peptide.
Homology model of scFv W226
Based on the crystal structure of the Fab ISCM18 in complex with huPrP(119-223)
(PDB entry 2w9e) a homology model for the scFv W226 was built. Only the variable
domains of ISCM18 were used for modeling. The sequence alignment was done by
the program clustalW2 (26). Based on this alignment the atom coordinates for C,
N, O and S were calculated, using MODELLER 9v6 (27), followed by a MD-run,
using the AMBER9-package (28, 29) after protonating the structure model. For
the use of MD to derive structure and dynamics of a variety of biological systems,
including the prions, see references 30-42. Here, the .ff99SB-force field (43, 44)
was used and a water box with the TIP3P-model (45) simulated. The production
runs were not started until the system was equilibarated.
Results and Discussion
To unveil the orientation of the epitope in the binding interface of the therapeutically
anti-prion active scFv-W226 an 15N-HSQC spectrum of the antibody fragment was
recorded in the presence of the amino-terminally TOAC-labeled PrP-H1-peptide,
which constitutes the epitope. As the unmodified peptide binds to scFv-W226 with
a KD of 0.4 µM and due to the restricted mobility of the TOAC-spin label, strong
PRE-induced attenuation of backbone signals of scFv-W226 may be expected in the

spin labels vicinity. PRE can be quantified either by comparing the peak-volumes
or peak intensities in the paramagnetic and the diamagnetic sample, or by determining the paramagnetic relaxation time G2 (46, 47, 48). Typically, the paramagnetic
sample is recorded first. Subsequently, the sample is reduced using, e.g., ascorbate to its diamagnetic state (15, 46, 47, 48). This approach ensures only marginal
concentration-dependent changes in signal intensities that need to be kept minimal when evaluating PRE via signal intensities. However, application of reducing
agents causes problems when the protein’s conformation or function is influenced
by their use. Therefore, in order to avoid breakage of the disulfide bonds in the
single-chain antibody fragment’s variable chains, reduction of the spin label was
omitted. Instead, the paramagnetic peptide was displaced from the binding site by
adding a five-fold excess of unlabeled diamagnetic PrP-H1 peptide. Using a highly
concentrated stock solution allowed to minimize dilution of the NMR-detected
spins. Thus, differences in signal intensities of spins not affected by PRE in spectra
with and without spin label, respectively, can be kept minimal, too. An overlay of
the spectra with and without spin label clearly reveals attenuation of selected signals
beyond detection as expected for a KD in the high nano-molar range. At the same
time essentially identical intensities for signals not affected by PRE are observed
indicating quantitative displacement of the spin labeled compound form the binding
interface (Figure 2). Analysis of signal attenuation as a function of sequence shows
clustering of attenuated signals in the vicinity of VL-CDR 3 and VL-CDR 1.
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Figure 2: 1H-15N-NMR correlation spectra of 86 µM 15N-W226 - TOAC-H1 complex (red) and after displacement of the paramagnetic TOAC-H1 peptide with
unlabeled H1-peptide (black) resulting in a final concentration of 76 µM 15N-W226. Numbers denote the position of the corresponding residue in the sequence.
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In the present case, evaluation of line broadening is not straightforward due to
missing assignments and signal overlap. Full backbone assignments of scFvW226 – in particular in the CDR-region – were hampered by motions on the
intermediate NMR time scale causing complete loss of signals required for chain
tracing based on triple resonance NMR experiments. However, using the CombIgn approach (20), which takes advantage of selective labeling combined with
sensitive 2D-NMR techniques, it was possible to obtain assignments of a significant number of residues even in the CDR-region and its immediate vicinity to
facilitate structural analysis (Figures 1, 2). Fully automated evaluation of PREmediated signal broadening was hampered by signal overlap. Thus, four signals
that were not detected properly by automatic methods were manually included
into the analysis after careful inspection. These fit well into the picture that the
N-terminus of PrP-H1 is uniquely positioned close to the abovementioned CDRs
(Figure 3).
Our data are consistent with the presence of only a single binding mode. There
are no signs that would point towards a second binding mode, e.g., with the
opposite orientation of the PrP-H1 peptide. Interestingly, a different binding
mode was found in the therapeutic anti-prion active antibody ICSM18 (51),
which shares a high overall sequence homology to W226 (Figure 4). The CDRregions, however, display some important differences. In particular, CDR-H3
and CDR-L1 are longer in W226 and all six CDRs display differences in the
charge patterns. It is hence not unexpected that the binding mode for the highly
charged epitope differs in the two antibodies. Detailed comparison of the differences in the structure of the PrP-complexes with these two antibodies would
reveal indispensable information for optimization of anti-prion activity. The
data presented here provide an important basis for this task. Furthermore, the
fact that both antibodies, W226 and ICSM18, are therapeutically active and that
they both bind to helix 1 of PrPC indicates an important role of this part of the
PrPC-structure for the disease.
A prerequisite for subsequent modeling studies is that the area affected by PRE
is relatively small, which, in turn, allows accurate positioning of the terminus

Figure 3: A) Schematic presentation of the top view on the scFv antibody W226 paratope based on a
homology model (Figure 1, unpublished data). PRE-NMR data (green) show one distinct orientation of
the PrP-H1 peptide (orange) with its N-terminal TOAC-label (shown as red colored sticks). Only positions with signal ratios smaller than 0.5 (Figure 2) are marked. Assigned, but unaffected positions are
colored blue. The orientation of PrP-H1 was obtained from initial HADDOCK (49) docking calculations
of the scFv-homology model with the NMR-Structure of PrPC (50) based on chemical shift perturbations
and biological data (12). In particular, the essentially parallel insertion of PrP-H1 into the groove formed
by the six variable loops is in agreement with the chemical shifts observed, the PRE-detected orientation
of the N-terminus of PrP-H1, and the participation of CDR-H3 in the interaction (12). B) Surface representation of the variable domains of the crystal structure of ICSM 18 with helix 1 of the prion protein
(PDB entry 2W9E; 51). The antibodies have identical orientations high-lightning the difference in binding of PrP-helix 1. The N-terminus of PrP-helix 1 in complex with ICSM18 is marked red. Figure prepared with PyMOL (DeLano Scientific LLC, San Francisco).

of PrP-H1. Accurate positioning thus can be attributed to the reduced mobility of the spin label TOAC and is further increased by its position close to the
polypeptide backbone (53). Restricted mobility is an important advantage over
other spin labels that are attached to side chains such as lysine or cysteine, like it
is the case for the widely used probe 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyroline-3-yl-methanethiosulfonate-spin label (MTSL, 54). There, the paramagnetic center moves in
a cone and is located comparatively distant from the backbone. Hence, a rather
large area of the binding partner can be affected blurring the precise location of
the complex partner.
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In the present study TOAC, which is a synthetic a-amino acid, was fused to the
N-terminus of the PrP-H1 peptide because of the efficient solid phase synthesis

Figure 4: A) Sequence alignment of the variable domains of scFv W226 and Fab ICSM18 by the program clustalW2 (���������������������������������������
CLUSTAL 2.0.10 multiple sequence alignment). The CDRs are highlighted (red: CDR 1, blue: CDR 2, green: CDR 3) following a scheme introduced by Honegger and Plückthun (52). Underlined are the
loop-forming positions within the CDR-gene cassettes, taken from the ISCM18-structure (51). Arrows indicate positions with close contact (2.7 – 3.6 A) to
huPrP(119-223) in the crystal structure as published by Antonyuk et al. (51). While the backbone sequence of the VL- and especially the VH-domain show a high
homology level, the CDRs of both domains vary strong in their sequence and in two cases additional in their length. VH: 66% identical (*), 15% homologous (:),
8% weak homologous (.); VL: 53% identical, 16% homologous, 8% weak homologous. Differences in charge and polarity in the CDRs are marked light green. B)
Cartoon and surface representation of the variable domains of the crystal structure of ICSM 18 (PDB entry 2W9E). Positions marked with an arrow in (A) are shown
in stick representation with the identical color-coding as in (A) and the same Orientation as in Figure 3. Figure. Prepared with PyMOL (DeLano Scientific LLC,
San Francisco).
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strategy. Use of TOAC thus eliminated the need for time consuming cysteinemutagenesis of one or even two cysteines if caged lanthenoides (55, 56) are
employed. It is important to emphasize, however, that the use of TOAC within a
peptide sequence may lead to distortions in the epitopes structure due to its bulky
side-chain. Positioning of TOAC at either the N- or the C-terminus is likely to
prevent such distortions.
In the case of PrP-H1 it is known that the corresponding sequence has a very high
helix propensity and adopts helical conformations even as an isolated peptide
(10). It is further known that PrP-H1 binds in a helical conformation to scFvW226 (12). The position for TOAC was chosen to be immediately adjacent to the
N-terminus of PrP-H1 to ensure a contact of the paramagnetic group as close as
possible to the binding site. Although a certain amount of flexibility will always
be present at the termini of peptides the positional blurring of spin label introduces by motion is minimal compared to either cystein or lysine based labeling
strategies. The scFv-W226 spectra with the TOAC-labeled peptide exhibit only
local effects when mapped onto the homology model of W226 while displaying
essentially identical chemical shift changes for all other residues. This is a strong
indicator that TOAC introduces only marginal changes in the binding properties
of the PrP-H1 peptide, if any. Hence, the data derived can be used, e.g, as AIRrestraints in docking calculations (49) in addition to chemical shift perturbations
and biochemical data.
In summary, we have shown that TOAC fused to the peptide epitopes of antibodies
can efficiently be used to map their binding orientation in the variable loop region.
This approach results in structural information on antibody-antigen complexes in
cases where crystallization is not possible. Positioning of TOAC at both, the N- as
well as the C-terminus, will further increase the information content and result
in valuable restraints needed for docking calculations based on sparse structural
information.
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